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Introduction

• The development of natural capital and environmental 
economics concepts is leading to a demand for new 
information products for natural capital and ecosystem service 
delivery

• These products need to work across scales using site-based, 
earth observation and modelled data 

UNEP Report Aug 2014

Towards a global map of 
natural capital



Introduction

• Maps can show metrics for 

state and trend in ecosystem 

services 

• These must be derived from a 

range of in situ measures, 

regional-scale data and 

statistical projections

• Measures for variance and 

model confidence needs to be 

provided to assess 

performance



Introduction

• Tools are needed to interrogate the outputs at a range of 

scales, to understand their composition and meaning

• This includes the underlying data and how it relates to 

delivery of ecosystem services 

EPA EnviroAtlas:
A range of tools and 
resources allows users to 
explore the many 
benefits people receive 
from nature



Concept for saleable mapping method
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National-scale data sources



01/05/2012 – BGS-CEH Soils Pathfinder Meeting

CEH LCM 2007 BGS PMM Combined Map
EcoMaps application development



Estimating confidence

CEH LCM 2007 BGS PMM Combined Map



Soil C concentration, g kg-1 Standard  deviation, ± g 
kg-1

Soil Characteristics predicted using:

• Land cover, Climate, deposition, geology

Development of specific spatial models



• Model produces means, 

variance and goodness of fit 

measures

• This can be applied at 

different scale – e.g. South 

West

• However, use of national data 

produces best models

Concentration of Soil Carbon results 



Density of Tir Gofal agreements 

Regional Mapping for Welsh Glastir



EcoMaps application development

http://ecomaps-prod.nerc-lancaster.ac.uk:5005/
http://ecomaps-prod.nerc-lancaster.ac.uk:5005/












Map Layers in UKSO and other portals



Summary

1. Natural Capital mapping requires access to comprehensive 
site-level data as well as national coverage data sets

2. Metrics for Natural Capital and extrapolation models have 
been developed to produce scalable national maps

3. These maps need to be investigated to understand the 
variability and power of the underlying predictions

4. The ECOMAPS application has been developed to enable 
researchers to produce and explore models and maps in 
this way



Thank you and any questions?


